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RIDI Group at Light+Building 2022: Visit us in Hall 3.0, Stand B30

Constant change

The demands of the working and living environment are constantly changing. At the same time, rooms and equipment must grow with them. The right light plays an essential role in this. At the RIDI Group, you will find lighting solutions adapted to the existing conditions and individual wishes. 

Especially in public areas, the right illumination ensures more safety and minimises the risk of danger. Due to their high protection features, the SURVIVOR, M125 / M200 luminaire ranges are ideally suited for complex specifications, e.g. in railway stations, subways and multi-storey car parks. 

The RIDI downlight range is complemented by the new ALBA development. A luminaire family that impresses with well thought-out functionality, high flexibility and uniform design. ALBA is a product range with the same design language that makes flexible planning of new building and refurbishment projects easy. Available from 2023.

The new MULTILENS lighting tool has been designed for offices and classrooms - a modular system from the future. The modular design also allows for eventual refurbishment. Sustainability, reparability and networking with APCON® are just some of the features that make MULTILENS a future-proof product. 

Another major topic is "New Work", a breaking up of existing structures, which also has an effect on lighting design. In addition to perfect illumination, more design and a feel-good atmosphere are desired in work areas. 

The Ocara luminaire is a true all-rounder in this respect. It not only brings the "outdoor feeling" indoors, but also has many other advantages. Optimum light quality for concentrated, productive work in the home office, adjustable via intuitive control.

The look! and MAXI luminaires combine sophisticated ambient lighting with a variety of design and decor options. The light fixtures make a good impression in all design-oriented environments such as retail, bistros and modern office landscapes.

Passion and expertise go into the product developments of the RIDI Group, and we work with the same enthusiasm every day to further develop the company. The principles of sustainability are deeply anchored in the company's philosophy and this applies across the board to the areas of ecology, economy and social responsibility.

Press topics

- RIDI Group – a company with vision
- The RIDI LINIA continuous row system with the new gear tray generation VL1G
- SURVIVOR, the emergency luminaire with high protection features
- The M125 / M200 luminaire families: two sizes with versatile mounting options
- ALBA – one design one fit
- Unbelievable efficiencies with MULTILENS
- Ocara offers a unique light mix
- The look! luminaire convinces with its clearly defined form
- MAXImal variety for every ambience
- Bistro is simply brilliant and appealingly inviting
- APCON®, the lighting management system from the RIDI Group

RIDI Group

RIDI Leuchten GmbH is a mid-sized luminaire manufacturer with its headquarters in Jungingen, Swabia. Several product brands and production/sales subsidiaries throughout Europe are united under the umbrella of the RIDI Group. The three product brands RIDI, Spectral and li:fy cover almost the entire spectrum of interior lighting. From modern office lighting to industrial lighting, design-oriented lighting objects, individual lighting solutions and atmospheric ambient lighting. Thanks to our wide range of products and the associated diversity, we are able to develop a coherent, individual lighting concept for every project that exactly matches our customers' ideas. A high vertical range of manufacture enables both large-scale production and the realisation of special customer requests in a manufactory. RIDI expands possibilities: customer-oriented, individual, sustainable, quality-conscious and with a high technological edge. With the flexibility and individuality of a manufactory and the planning, production and sales expertise of a large-scale manufacturer, we serve our customers worldwide. This makes us a reliable partner at the highest level. We do everything we can to make light more individual, safer and more sustainable. At the RIDI Group, we consistently pursue our successful path of further expanding the company and product range and leading it into the future with investments in production, training and infrastructure. In terms of sustainability, the care of our employees and the responsible use of resources are important to us. Particular attention is paid to the quality and durability of the materials and components used. High quality awareness runs like a thread through the entire process of creating our products. Starting with the idea, through development to production and beyond. The latest innovative technologies save resources, energy and costs without sacrificing quality. This is sustainability in action at the RIDI Group. A company-owned bioenergy power plant is the beginning of a holistic process here. This means that the three aspects of ecology, economy and social responsibility are integrated into the company's activities.
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Facts about the RIDI Group

- Company foundation: 1952
- Three brands: RIDI, Spectral, li:fy
- Industries: Technical luminaires, architectural luminaires, ambient lighting
- Application: Industry, logistics, shop, office, education & culture, architecture, sport, living space
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RIDI LINIA

The continuous lighting system from the Swabian Alb – powerful and sustainable since 1987. The RIDI LINIA continuous line system offers countless design and combination options and is therefore ideally suited for simple planning of your lighting concept. Best lighting from a system! The new gear trays of the VL1G generation perfectly expand the portfolio of the RIDI LINIA continuous row system. The new gear trays fit the current VLTM trunking from 2008 with continuous current feed. This means that nothing stands in the way of flexible implementation of your planning and refurbishment projects. Installation is further facilitated by the weight reduction of the two new additions. The new generation of gear trays stands out due to the well thought-out interplay of LED and optics. The flat design of the gear trays blends aesthetically into any room. This means best lighting quality in a narrow space.

Highlights gear trays VL1G

- Newly developed optics
- Improved perceptible glare control
- Peak values up to 190 lm/W
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Technical features

The new gear trays VL1GPS (IP54) and VL1GL / VL1GP (IP20) are available in wide-beam (B) and narrow-beam (E) optics. Simply choose between the switchable or dimmable (DALI) versions and the models with adjustable luminous flux (ResFlex). All new gear trays of the VL1G generation meet the promotion criteria of at least 140 lm/W. 1.5 metres of concentrated light output with pleasant 4,000 Kelvin.

Application

- Industry
- Logistics
- Shop
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SURVIVOR

The SURVIVOR luminaire from RIDI is mainly used as safety and security lighting in public areas due to its high protection features. It is found, for example, in subways, railway stations and multi-storey car parks. SURVIVOR offers protection against vandalism, moisture and fire and is therefore ideally equipped to meet the prevailing requirements. The innovative lighting technology has options for wide-beam symmetrical or asymmetrical. In combination with ten differently adjustable lumen outputs, excellent and above all safe lighting is achieved. To achieve maximum efficiencies, RIDI relies on LED boards from its own production. Mid-power LEDs of the latest generation are used. The PCBs are perfectly matched to the characteristics of the luminaire. The many mounting and recessing options in three lengths are suitable for variable implementation of different lighting concepts. Supporting profiles create space for media carriers and supply lines. They ensure protection and safe routing of cables. Blank profiles also offer possible integration of e.g. loudspeakers and cameras, depending on the environment and requirements. Simple installation and high ease of maintenance are further major advantages of the luminaire. This makes RIDI SURVIVOR a holistically thought-out lighting system with numerous options for optimal lighting solutions for particularly high requirements.

Highlights SURVIVOR

- Maximum safety
- DB certification
- Extensive accessories
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Technical features

Version with Dali converter or via an integrated, flexible resistor (ResFlex).
Colour rendering index Ra >= 80, colour temperature 3000 Kelvin (830), 4000 Kelvin (840).
Colour white, (similar to RAL9016), powder-coated, other colours available on request.
Lighting technology wide beam symmetrical or wide beam asymmetrical. Optionally with transient filter 10KV.

Application

- Public lighting
- Industry
- Logistics

M125 / M200

Uniform illumination with maximum efficiency, these are just two attributes of the M125 / M200 luminaire families. They differ in their dimensions and are available with a wide range of accessories. The luminaires combine state-of-the-art LED technology with safe light for public spaces such as subways, railway stations, multi-storey car parks, bus stops, but also for sports facilities, prisons or laboratories. Particularly worth mentioning is also the DB approval, an important criterion for the use of transport luminaires. The powerful lighting solution for any architecture thanks to versatile mounting options and configurations. The luminaires are suitable for wall and ceiling mounting and are available as surface-mounted or recessed luminaires, rimless or with support bracket. All visual requirements can be met thanks to the wide variety of cover designs. The M125 and M200 luminaires blend discreetly into their surroundings. Tool-free removal of the lighting unit ensures convenient connection or replacement. The smooth surfaces facilitate cleaning to ensure long-lasting, uniform and safe lighting.

Highlights M125 / M200

- High impact resistance
- Ball impact resistant
- Suitable for through wiring
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Technical features

Version with Dali converter or via an integrated, flexible resistor (ResFlex).
Via an integrated, flexible resistor (ResFlex), 10 different resistances and thus 10 different luminous fluxes can be set for the luminaire (factory setting: maximum luminous flux).
Colour rendering index Ra >= 80, colour temperature 3000 Kelvin (830), 4000 Kelvin (840).
Colour white, (similar to RAL9016), powder-coated, other colours available on request.
Lighting technology wide beam symmetrical or wide beam asymmetrical. Optionally with transient filter 10KV.

Application

- Public lighting
- Industry
- Logistics

ALBA

How would it be if you could plan flexibly with a product series in the same design language?
The products of the newly developed ALBA downlight family are perfectly matched and allow you to configure lighting solutions specifically for your requirements. ALBA leaves nothing to be desired in terms of flexibility, functionality and design. Change of room usage in existing buildings or creative room and lighting concepts in new buildings, ALBA makes it possible to create suitable lighting scenes that support the architecture. The aim is a modular system based on our many years of experience and today's knowledge of future requirements. A product range for all users that impresses with high efficiency and visual comfort. The downlights are available in all common sizes, round or square, recessed, surface-mounted or pendant. The housing can be chosen in the timeless colours white or black. The reflector is also available in a high-gloss finish. Unobtrusive, powerful with simple mounting options at an optimal price-performance ratio. In interaction with architecture, luminaires form important aspects of interior design for working and living environments. They provide ideal lighting, create a harmonious atmosphere and contribute to a sense of well-being. The focus is always on people. That's why the exceptional lighting quality of ALBA is so important to us. Available from 2023.

Highlights ALBA

- Sophisticated functionality
- Uniform design
- Dynamic ambient lighting
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Technical features

When special requirements are placed on illumination, ALBA uses special lenses in addition to the classic very wide-beam light distribution with diffusing lens. And this is independent of size and shape. Swivelling versions and wallwashers round off the portfolio. In addition to light distributions and sizes, ALBA also takes into account the different construction shapes in a family design. High-quality lighting technology with outstanding colour rendition is just as much a matter of course for ALBA as efficiency and outstanding glare control. In addition to switchable on/off versions, all versions are of course also available with DALI. Seamless integration into existing building management systems is possible without any problems. APCON®, a tool from the RIDI Group, offers endless possibilities here. Available in many light colours with high colour rendering as well as in Tunable White - optimal for achieving the desired lighting scene.

Application

- Office
- Education & culture
- Renovation

MULTILENS

A lighting tool from the RIDI Group designed as a modular system with standard and premium versions. MULTILENS is at home in many RIDI Group products. You will be impressed with the lighting comfort with incredible efficiencies far above the funding criteria. Many of us spend a large part of our lives in the office. MULTILENS makes working and spending time in modern office areas pleasant. Efficiency and ergonomics are equally important features of our MULTILENS product world. The same requirements naturally apply to classrooms and school premises. MULTILENS always shows itself from its best side – also in terms of sustainability, reparability and networking through our APCON® lighting management systems. Thanks to the modular design, future refurbishment has already been taken into account, which is what we call a consistently future-proof product! 

Highlights MULTILENS

- Networking with APCON® possible
- For new construction and renovation
- Greatest compatibility
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Technical features

MULTILENS achieves peak efficiencies of over 185 lm/W. The environment is just as happy about this as the
cool budget calculator. The premium versions meet the highest demands in terms of lighting technology, variance and design. Choose from a wide standard portfolio of light colours, CRI, integrated control and emergency lighting solutions. What stands out with the standard versions is their particularly fast availability. 
The consistent choice for basic applications and everyday lighting tasks.

Application

- Office
- Education & culture
- Renovation

look!

Developed in collaboration with the architectural firm blocher partners, the modular look! luminaire family was created. The clearly defined shape of look! blends aesthetically into all environments. Modern office landscapes, meeting points, cafeterias - look! sets accents with pleasant light. Impressively beautiful and incredibly impressive. The basic idea behind look! is a holistic design approach for all light sources that contribute to the illumination of a room. The idea is a modular system that makes individual design possible with standard components. The core contains all electronic components and forms the basis for all variants. With the modular system structure, it is also possible to respond to customer wishes. For example, materials can be adapted and colour concepts can be incorporated.

Highlights look!

- Modular system
- Individual look
- Coherent concept
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Technical features

Both pendant luminaires and floor and table luminaires are based on the module, which serves as a basic element in two sizes (Ø 100 mm or Ø 160 mm). Combined with high-quality metal shade versions, the result is a harmonious overall appearance. Both LED modules and E27 lamps can be provided as light sources. Optionally, the luminaires can be controlled with RIDI Smart Control (via app on the mobile device and via radio switch) or via Alexa and Co.

Application

- Office
- Homeoffice

MAXI

MAXImal variety with different diameters and heights. A selection of fabric samples is available in trendy colours or in project specific versions according to your wishes. MAXI is available as a surface-mounted or pendant luminaire, depending on the individual room height. New Work is also the keyword here, but MAXI also makes a good impression in retail, bistros, restaurants and lounges. With a variety of different decors, structures and sizes, Maxi offers a considerable choice to create a perfect atmosphere in the room - the right thing for every style. Soft light illuminates the room and corresponding elements provide effective acoustic experiences. Special productions are possible in a conceivable number of shapes and dimensions.

Highlights MAXI

- Unlimited possibilities
- Effective lighting
- Great ambience
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Technical features

Shade is held magnetically on the gear tray.
Shade in 400 mm, 500 mm or 600 mm diameter.
Height 100 mm.

Application

- Office
- Homeoffice

APCON®

With the intelligent APCON® lighting control components, you can network the luminaires used, reduce energy consumption and increase service life by reducing power. APCON® offers a wide range of operating comfort, such as touch panels, apps, dimmers and push-button couplers. Other plus points are flexible customisation options and reduced CO2 emissions. The APCON® light & building control system in combination with the diverse lighting solutions of the RIDI Group enables holistic, coordinated project solutions. Services from the RIDI Group 360° portfolio round off this offer and enable complete solutions from a single source. From intelligent room-based lighting control solutions to individual object solutions and industrial control solutions for the most demanding applications – the APCON® portfolio offers the entire range of possibilities. The different variants offer the right solution for every requirement.

	APCON® EASY BLE, the application-oriented lighting control system, offers not only motion- and daylight-dependent control of lighting but also the option of individual switching and dimming.

APCON® EASY BLE, the radio-based and hybrid lighting control system, when additional cables for switching and dimming the lighting are not possible or not desired.
APCON® INDIVIDUAL, the cable-based DALI lighting control system for all applications.
APCON® UNLIMITED, the lighting control system according to industrial standards, offers maximum functionality and flexibility.
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